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DJ-POOL TERMS & CONDITIONS 
 
 
 

1. What Is The DJ-POOL? 
 
The DJ-POOL has been set up as a tool for our label to have a closer 
understanding on the electronic music scene and detection of movements in this 
music domain. It’s also a promotional tool to sense the grounds with pre-release 
tracks of our projects. Similar to the way “white-copies” have been used in 
former times to promote “soon-to-be-released” products except that in our case 
the electronic distribution is used to achieve this. 

 
 

2. What Kind Of Content Do I Find In The DJ-POOL? 
 
Mainly these different things can be found here (availability varies):  
 

Audio MP3s -> unreleased, pre-released, rare-old-MC tape copies, requested 
MP3 from our release catalogue 

 
Remixer’s Toolkits -> set’s of audio files (format MP3, WAV) such as dry 
vocals, separate instrument lines, bits and pieces to give you a good start 
trying to remix a track as well as rough/draft complete mixes for 
orientation and MIDI-files (standard midi files) for extracting some parts 
of the arrangement for further modification  

  
 Promotional Material -> flyer, brochures, banners 
 
 Video Clips -> Interviews, Music Clips, rare footage 
 

 
3. Who Qualifies As A Member? 
 
Members should be dealing in some kind of professional way with music. Whether 
they’re club DJs, radio DJs, music journalists or even professional re-mixers 
owning or having access to an environment for doing remixes. A detailed request 
outlining the personal musical background (remixes done, articles or reviews 
written, web-presence, events where DJs have been booked etc.) is mandatory to 
receive the initial access to the DJ-POOL. The e-mail has to be sent to:  
 
info@intelligent-communications.de  and the subject field should contain “DJ 
POOL Request” or something similar to save time. Your personal login and 
password will be e-mailed to you within 1 working day. 
 
We’re not interested in any “exclusive material hunters” or “MP3-collector 
addicts”!!! 
 
 
4. What Is Your Benefit? 
 
There are a couple of interesting benefits to members of the DJ-POOL such as 
accessing !NTELLIGENT’s material way earlier than anyone else. Sometimes 
(depending on the project) this can mean an advantage of up to 24 months ahead 
before people can buy the CD since we do post excerpts during production phases 
from the beginning on. Some rare & old track postings (e.g. nearly 20 year old 
recordings from dub-MCs) can be found as well from time to time documenting the 
history of some of the projects. Even some unreleased material will be posted 
once in a while. 
 
Remixers can have their go on selected material and we’ll be posting their mixes 
in the DJ-POOL or even release their mixes on one of our forthcoming products. 
This is a great chance to get feedback and make yourself known. We have also 
some good connections to some friendly labels worldwide and exchange frequently 
exclusive tracks with them to be released. Your track can be one of them. 
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5. Member Accounts 
 
Member account’s can’t be granted for a longer period of time (usually 3 to 4 
months maximum but can also change from one day to another).  
 
It is important to understand that this mechanism is very important to keep the 
high level of contributions to the DJ-POOL and from what we found so far the 
only way to filter the “fake DJs” and keep the annoying “goodiee hunters” from 
this place. No advanced notification will be made prior to your access gets 
disabled. So if you experience your login not working anymore you just have to 
re-apply with a short e-mail to:  
 
info@intelligent-communications.de  and the subject field should contain “DJ 
POOL Account-Refresh” or something similar to save time. Your new personal login 
and password will be e-mailed to you within 1 working day.  
 
In some cases though (unfortunately this happened already a couple of times) we 
can’t renew your account. E.g. we found exclusive tracks posted on “shared 
networks” or even being traded an we could track down with watermarked time-date 
stamps in the audio files who of the members sourced this file from the DJ-POOL. 
 
 
6. Legal Implications 
 
All the audio-, video-, picture material and intellectual property found in the 
DJ-POOL and on the !NTELLIGENT web presence is owned by !NTELLIGENT 
COMMUNICATIONS®. The content provided is protected by law from any illegal use 
such as redistribution, repackaging, copying, hiring, lending, public 
performance, trading, posting in the world wide web (e.g. peer-to-peer and other 
sharing networks) and all other forms of distribution. 
 
Any violation of this will be pursued and taken to legal level. 
 
 
7. Your Feedback – Your Work 
 
Your feedback is one important reason why we set up the DJ-POOL. Whether you use 
the dedicated feedback-forms posted in the DJ-POOL and attach it to an e-mail or 
just write us an e-mail. Every form of feedback is very welcome and helps us 
taking the right steps and decisions into the future of electronic music. Your 
feedback will be also used as quotes for flyers, brochures, web etc. when we 
launch our releases. 
 
As a remixer you can make yourself know and potentially contribute to releases 
of electronic music – be part of the still young (compared to other styles) 
history of this movement! 
 
We’d like to express how much pleased we are to have the DJ-POOL set up for you 
and people like you who care about electronic music and hope you consider our 
DJ-POOL service as a fair offer from our side. We also hope you help our artists 
and projects to get heard out there wherever you’re DJ-ing, preparing the daily 
radio playlist for your show or just listen to the music yourself. Please play 
the songs you downloaded or the remixes other members have made in clubs, at 
events on air and send us the feedback/impression/reaction of the audience – ok?  
 
Please also take your privilege to be a member of the !NTELLIGENT DJ-POOL 
serious and don’t copy the tracks and material we just make available to you to 
other people nor your friends. 
 
 
8. Have Fun! 
 
One very - if not the most important - thing should not be forgotten in the DJ-
POOL: ENJOY THE ELECTRONIC MUSIC presented here!  
 
Nothing unites our world with all the different individuals more than art in its 
various flavours and by its meaning to many people – the ones who are open to 
art.    


